Active Sussex Network 2019
Wednesday 3 April, at Sussex County Cricket Club

9.45am  Event Registration & Refreshments
10.00 - 10.10am  Welcome & Active Sussex News
(Ross Joannides, Strategic Relationship Manager, Active Sussex)
10.10 - 10.30am  Presentation: 'Sports collaboration within Sussex'
(Paul Brackley, Disability Manager, Albion in the Community)
10.30 - 10.50pm  Best Practice Examples & Future Collaboration
(Round Table Examples and Discussions - Session 1)
10.50 - 11.20am  Comfort Break and Informal Networking
11.20 - 11.40pm  Collaboration with the Wider System
(Ricky Perrin, Manager, Sussex Bears Wheelchair Basketball Team)
11.40 - 12pm  Best Practice Examples & Future Collaboration
(Round Table Examples and Discussions - Session 2)
12 – 12.20  Impact of Collaborative Working
(Q & A with participants)
12.20 - 12.30pm  Wrap Up, Feedback & Depart

Please note that the main room will be kept available for informal networking between 12.30pm and 1pm should delegates wish to stay and have further meetings or discussions.